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Artin’s braid group [ I] is given by 
B,,=(xi,l~i~n-ll~ii,l~i<j~~-l)~ n > 3. 
where 
- - 
rij = xixi t , XiZi+ , xixi * , ) if j=i+l 
- - 
= xixjxixj, if j>i+l, 
a braid relator and a commutator, respectively (.x? denotes the inverse of x 
and both commutation and conjugation are on the left). There is a natural 
action of B, on the free group F, = (a, ,..., a,1 i: 
xi . aj = a,, , if j=i 
=CTi,,a,aj,,, if j=i+l (1) 
= a,i 3 otherwise, 
whereby the normal closure N, in F, of (ujm 1 1 <j ,< n}, m > 2, is preserved. 
It is well known [ 31 that this action is faithful; that the induced action of 
B, on F,,/N, is also faithful constitutes Theorem 7 of Birman and Hilden 
[ 21. In proving that B, embeds in the automorphism group of a certain 
polynomial ring, Magnus [S, Theorem 4.11 uses the case m = 2 of the 
Birman-Hilden theorem, and makes the comment that no algebraic proof of 
this result hs so far been found. The aim of this article is to remedy this 
deficiency, at least in part, by proving a stronger result in a special case. 
namely, that when m is even, B, acts faithful@ on the commutator subgroup 
of F,,IN,. 
The proof relies only on the (purely algebraic) work of Chow 13 ] and 
consists of verifying by direct calculation that (F,/N,)’ has the unpermuted 
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braid group CJ, as a B,-homomorphic image. Since the kernel of the action 
of B, on U,, is just the centre of B,, it s&ices to show that Z(B,,) = 
((x, *** x, ,)“) acts faithfully on (F,/N,)‘, and this is very easy. Having 
listed some consequences of the main result, we propose the (obvious) 
conjecture that B, acts faithfully on (FJN,)’ (for all m > 2 and n > 3) and 
conclude with some suggestions as to how our method might be adapted to 
prove it. 
1. THE DERIVED GROUP OF Z, *II 
Fixing m = 2 and II > 3. let F denote the derived group of F,,/N> z Zz*“, 
the nth free power of the cyclic group of order 2. It is well known [ 4, 
Theorems 5.1 and 5.21 that F is a free group of rank (n - 2) 2” ’ - 1. A set 
of free generators is constructed by the Reidemeister-Schreier process, using 
coset representatives of the form 
A =ai,ai, ... ai,, 1 < i, < i2 < .. . < i, < n. (2) 
A typical Schreier generator for F is thus Au.~M’, where w is the chosen 
representative for FAu,~ in F,,/N2, and the relators are the conjugates Aai2 A. 
The rewriting process yields the free generators 
1’ = ABaiBajx, (3) 
where A cj < B and B is non-empty. (Here and in the sequel, it is 
convenient to abuse notation to the extent of confounding the word A in (2) 
with the set {i, ,..., i,) and writing A < (or > )j to signify that all subscripts 
are < (or > )j. Note also that 2 simply means A “written backwards,” bars 
on the ai being unnecessary in view of the relators Nz). 
2. THE STRUCTURE OF B, 
Let S, denote the symmetric group on the set (l,..., n} generated by the 
transpositions J’~ = (ii + l), 1 < i < n - 1, and let p: B, + S, be the usual 
epimorphism, sending xi to ~1~. Let S, , be the stabilizer of the point n, and 
let P, =p- ‘(S, r) denote the group of n-pure braids. The Reide- 
meister-Schreier process (again) is used in [ 3 1 to show that P, is the split 
extension of F,, free on generators 
a,/ = x, , . . . x.i t , xi* .q, , . . . Xn , , n-l>j>l, 
by B, _, (generated by .Y, ,..., X, *), with action given by (1). 
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Chow then deduces that: 
(i) B, _ r acts faithfully on F, _, , 
(ii) the kernel of the action of the unpermuted braid group U,, = 
Ker p on F, , is the centre Z(B,) of B,, and 
(iii) Z(B,) is the infinite cyclic group generated by the “complete 
twist” Z := (x, . . . x,- ,)n. 
This also leads inductively to the familiar picture of U, in terms of a “free 
tower,” namely, a normal series 
E=H,<H,-, (=F, ,)<...<H,<H,=U,, 
where H, , /H, is freely generated by the cosets containing 
uh,j ‘= xh 1 ~~~~i+,~i2~i+,~~~~h-,,k-1>,j~1 
7 (4) - - 
= xi . . . xh .2Xk-IXk 2 “’ xj3 aliter. 
LEMMA 1. The centralizer K of U,, in B, is Z(B,) = ((x, .+. x, ,)‘I). 
Proof By (ii) above, it is sufficient to prove that K lies inside U,,. But if 
K 4 U,,, then N=p(K) is a non-trivial normal subgroup of S, centralizing 
Unah. Now Unah is freely generated as an abelian group by the cosets U;U,.,~ 
(n > k > j > l), and mod UA, xi transposes u,,,~ and u,,,~ + , (1 <j < n - 2). So 
s n-, acts faithfully and Nn S,- I = E. Hence, either n = 3 and N 3 (123) 
(=x2x, mod UA), or n = 4 and N 3 (12)(34) (=x,x, mod (IA). But these 
map u2.1 to u3,1 and u3,2 to u4.1 respectively, giving a contradiction in both 
cases. 
3. THE B,-HOMOMORPHISM 19 
DEFINITION. With the notation of (3) and (4), define a homomorphism 
of groups 0: F + U,, by setting 
8: ABai&jAt--+ 1 1 Q. 
ken 
(5) 
Note that the value of 8 is independent of A and that the range of the 
product is understood to increase from left to right. Now B, acts on F in 
accordance with (1) and on U, by left conjugation, and we have the 
following crucial result. 
LEMMA 2. The homomorphism 8 commutes with the B,-action. 
481/79/1-Y 
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Proof: The proof is by direct computation of the action of xi on c = 
AB.x,lhi~ and on O(v). There are 12 cases, depending on the location of i 
relative to j and whether i or i + 1 belongs to A or B, and in every case there 
are four steps: 
(i) let xi act on v in accordance with (1 ), 
(ii) rewrite the result in terms of the generator (3) of F, 
(iii) apply 0 in accordance with (5), and 
(iv) use (4) to check that the result equals -yi O(u) Xi. 
To illustrate the method, take the case i =j - 1 (the nastiest by far) and 
assume that j - 1 E A, the subcase j - 1 & A being similar. Put A = A’a.i , , 
where A’ cj-- 1, so that 
and 
t’ F A’aj , Ba,i&jaj- ,A’, 
Xj I’ v = A’a,jBa,ja,j-, a,jBaja,j- ,A’ 0) 
-- 
= A’a,jBa,jBA’ - A’Baj ,Baj.. ,A’ . A’a,j , Ba,j&ja,j ,2, (ii) 
which is mapped by 0 to 
-._ 
‘(‘) ’ 1 1 ‘&,,j I ’ e(v) = e(v) Xj , e(4 xi-, ecu). 
To complete the checking, we must show that this is equal to 
xi ,O(V)CC~ ,, that is, 
e(v) .Y~ _ I e(v) commutes with xi , . (iv) 
(In all other cases, the corresponding identity to be checked at this point is 
either trivial or easily recognisable as a relation in B,.) Using the second 
form of u~,,~ (see (4)), we have 
ecu) = 1 1 ukqj = x,jci . . . x,.. p lx; ,x, z . . . x,~, 
keR 
where m = max B, and ck , = +l or -1 according as k E B or not. Hence, 
etv) xi 1 ecu) = (xj6jxj ,tj) . . . (x, 2em *x, jem 2) 
. x;-,x, *xf, L ’ (xm-3xm 2) “’ txj Ixjh 
which clearly commutes with xi 1 (pull it through from right to left, and use 
the fact that x, z commutes with xk ,x,. ,xi- I in B,). 
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4. THE ACTION OF THE CENTRE 
LEMMA 3. The centre Z(B,) acts faithfully on F. 
Proof. It is easy to check directly that, under the action (1), 
z . a, = tia,a, where a = a, a.- a,,. 
Since a is fixed by B,, z acts as conjugation by a throughout F,, and for the 
same reason, z”’ conjugates everything by am, m E Z. The same is true in 
F,/N,, and in F = (FJN,)‘. Hence, the action of z”” is to conjugate by 
(a’)” = 1’1 Biaipiai ,n, 
c i- n-l ) 
= 7P say, 
where Bi = a,, , . . . a,. Thus, if zZm centralises F, 71”’ E Z(F) = E. Since 7~ is 
a non-empty product of distinct free generators, it follows that m = 0. The 
kernel of the action of (z) thus meets (z’) trivially, and hence is trivial. 
THEOREM. B, acts faithfully on F = (F,/N,)‘. 
Proof. Let K be the kernel of this action. Since the homomorphism 6’ of 
Section 3 is clearly onto, it follows from Lemma 2 that K centralises U,. 
Lemma 1 now asserts that K < Z(B,), and we deduce from Lemma 3 that 
K = E. 
COROLLARY 1. B, acts faithfully on F,!,. 
Proof: F is the image of the natural B,-homomorphism from F, to 
FnIN2 * 
COROLLARY 2. B, acts faithfully on (F,/N,,)‘, m E N. 
Proof F is also a B,-homomorphic image of (F,/N,,)‘. 
COROLLARY 3. B, acts faithfully on F,/N2,,,, m E N. 
Proof (F,/N,,)’ is a B,-subgroup of F,IN,,. 
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6. SOMESPECULATION 
It is easy to check from the definition (5) that 8 sends all the (right- 
normed) commutators [ai, ai, a,], for distinct i, j, k, to the identity. It 
therefore seems reasonable to suppose that Ker 19 is just the normal closure 
in F of these commutators (note that Ker 0 is not normal in F,/N,): this 
certainly holds when n = 3 or 4. If true in general, this would lead to an 
economical presentation for the unpermuted braid group U,,. More signifi- 
cantly, we make the following 
Conjecture. B, acts faithfully on (FJN,)’ for all m > 2. 
For general m, F,/N, is just the free power Z,,,*“, and the method of 
Section 1 shows that its derived group is free of rank 1 -.- n . m” ’ +- 
(n- l)VP, with free generators obtained from (3) by attaching powers 
mod m to the letters of v (cf. those of [ 41). A similar process applied in the 
obvious way to (4) should yield generators for the normal closure UIItrn’ in 
B, of {xlm ,..., x,. ,m ).’ With only slight misgivings, we conjecture that the 
corresponding generalisation of the definition (5) of 19 yields a B,,- 
homomorphism from (F,/N,)’ onto U,,(“). 
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